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ABSTRACT
With the wide application of Internet of things devices and the rapid development of multimedia technology, digital
video has become one of the important information dissemination carriers among Internet of things devices, and it
has been widely used in many fields such as news media, digital forensics and so on. However, the current video
editing technology is constantly developing and improving, which seriously threatens the integrity and authenticity
of digital video. Therefore, the research on digital video forensics has a great significance. In this paper, a new
video source passive forensics algorithm based on Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) is proposed. CNN is used
to classify the maximum information block of specified size in video I frame, and then the classification results are
fused to determine the camera to which the video belongs. Experimental results show that the recognition algorithm
proposed in this paper has a better performance than other methods in trems of accuracy and ROC curve. And our
method still can have a good recognition effect even if a small number of I frames are used for recognition.
TYPE OF PAPER AND KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Internet of Things
in wearable devices, smart sensors and household
appliances are affecting all aspects of our lives. The
formal use of the fifth generation mobile network (5G)
has brought several services to the Internet of Things,
which are wide coverage, large connections and low
latency network access. Facing the heterogeneous
network access technology, the mobile Internet of
Things data is characterized by mass, heterogeneity and
dynamics. By 2022, some relevant researches show
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that there are about 1234 billion intelligent devices will
be generated every year in the direction of Internet
of Things network security[14]. The wide application
of Internet of Things devices also makes the security
of Internet of Things devices attract much attention.
Especially in the research of digital forensics, the
multimedia information of Internet of Things devices
have a very important analytical significance.
Nowadays, multimedia technology is developing
rapidly, the application range of digital video is
becoming more and more extensive. For example, in
order to obtain more evidence to identify the suspect,
the law enforcement officers can match the obtained
video evidence with the multiple suspects’ smartphones.
Specifically, you can extract the video frame of the video
evidence, use the high-pass filter to obtain the high-
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frequency noise frame, and input the noise frame into
the convolutional neural network designed in this paper,
which can accurately determine the phone of the suspect
that the frame belongs to, and then obtain more evidence
helps solve the case.
Based on the information of digital video, we directly
use the digital video source forensics to identify and
without any preprocessing of digital video in advance.
Traditional video source forensics mainly compares
the imaging traces of video frames (such as different
CFA interpolation algorithms), sensor defects (such as
random noise caused by non-uniformity of light response
of photosensitive materials) and video post-processing
(such as video frame compression) to determine the
video source. Among them, the most widely used one
is the sensor mode noise based on nonuniformity of
light response proposed by Fridrich[5] which is caused
by the defect of sensor manufacturing process and the
different sensitivity of different COMS/CCD chips to
light. Because this defect is unique for each image,
the sensor mode noise can be used for video source
identification.
The video source identification algorithm is more
challenging than the general digital image source
identification algorithm[8], which is mainly reflected in
the following two aspects: on the one hand, because
digital video is more compressible than digital image,
it is mainly reflected in intra-frame coding and inter-
frame prediction, which will cause more loss of noise
information. The noise information used for source
identification is reduced, and then reduce the recognition
accuracy. On the second hand, most of the current video
source identification methods are used to identify the
central block of video frames, these methods do not
consider the impact of the loss of pixels in the central
area during video compression, which will also lead
to a decrease in recognition accuracy.In this paper, an
IOT video source recognition algorithm based on CNN
is proposed. Our method makes full use of the high-
frequency noise information in the largest information
block in the video I frame, and inputs it into the CNN
designed in this paper for classification. Finally, the
source recognition results of the video are obtained by
fusing the recognition results of each frame.
For the traditional recognition algorithm based on
PRNU or DL, they usually clip a fixed position in the
video image, or resize the image to a fixed size for
recognition. Such method cannot dynamically extract
the position with the largest amount of information from
the frame.The proposed algorithm solves this problem
to a certain extent by dynamically selecting the largest
information block.
In this paper, our contributions are as follows
• I frame information of video is made full use to
identify video source, which improve the accuracy
of video source identification.
• A new CNN structure is designed for video source
recognition.
2 RELATED WORK
The research of image source recognition technology
is earlier than video source recognition, and video is
composed of a series of frames. Therefore, image source
recognition technology can be applied to video source
recognition. In this section, we will summarize the video
source identification algorithms separately from PRNU-
based source identification algorithm and deep learning-
based source identification algorithm.
Video source identification is mainly due to some
inherent defects in the video collection stage, which
leaves a unique fingerprint on the video content.
Currently, PRNU (Light Response Nonuniformity) noise
is the most widely used, which is used as fingerprint to
identify the specific camera to which the image belongs.
The camera source recognition based on PRNU is
mainly caused by the defects in the sensor manufacturing
process and the different sensitivity of different pixels to









Here, Vi is the i-th residual noise and Fi is the i-th image.
respectively. N is the total number of the test images.
Many researchers recognized the video source based
on PRNU noise fingerprint, and achieved good results.
For example, Chen et al.[4] proposed to estimate PRNU
fingerprint from a single video frame for video source
identification. Wei-Hong Chuang et al.[17] proposed
a video source recognition algorithm based on PRNU,
and they analyzed the influence of compression intensity
on the accuracy of PRNU. Samet Taspinar[19] proposed
a stable video source recognition algorithm based on
PRNU. Firstly, the video stability is determined by
judging whether the video frame is translated or rotated,
then the video fingerprint is extracted, and finally the
video source is identified by stabilizing the correlation
between the video fingerprint and the camera fingerprint.
Sai-Chung Law et al.[12] used PRNU to verify the video
source in the video surveillance system, and they also
analyzed the effects of video resolution, frame type and
application scene on recognition accuracy and reliability.
Massimo Iuliani et al.[10] fused images and videos to
identify the source based on PRNU, and they identified
the source of digital video by using PRNU noise
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fingerprint generated by still images taken by the same
device and applied it to social network forensics. Enes
Altinisik et al.[1] eliminated the filtering process applied
to H.264 decoder to reduce blocking effect and improve
the performance of fingerprint video source recognition
based on PRNU noise. Irene Amerini et al.[2] in
analyzed the source identification of videos shared on
the internet, and identified the sources of videos shared
on social networks by using PRNU noise to generate
fingerprints. Kouokam et al.[11] put forward a PRNU
noise fingerprint estimation method by using video
frames, which is used to determine whether two videos
from unknown sources come from the same device.
Shaxun Chen et al.[6] used PRNU fingerprint to identify
video source transmitted through wireless network, and
it has a good recognition effect.
With the development of deep learning and the
increase of video data sets in multimedia forensics
applications, some researchers used deep learning to
identify the video sources. For example, B. Hosler
proposed a video source identification system based
on deep learning, which uses CNN to identify video
sources[7]. Due to the limitation of video data sets, the
method of deep learning for video source recognition is
still at the initial stage.
This paper proposed a video source recognition
algorithm based on CNN. The I-frame information of
video is made full use in our method. We extract the
high-frequency noise in the frame through high-pass
filter[16], and eliminate the scene information, then input
it into CNN for classification. Finally, we fuse the
classification results of each frame, in which the camera
with the highest score in the classification results is the
test video source camera.
3 APPROACH
This section introduces how our method to extracts the
features of input video for video recognition.Figure 1
illustrates this process. The specific steps are as follows:
• All I frames are extracted from the test video, and
the maximum information block with specified size
is cut out from the I frames. Then, a high-pass filter
is used on the maximum information block to obtain
the sequence of high-frequency noise map of the
video;
• Sequentially inputting the high-frequency noise
image sequence into the trained CNN model to
obtain the classification results of each image;
• Finally, we fuse the obtained classification result
sequences, and the obtained result is the video
source identification of the video source camera.
The specific process is shown in the following
figure.
3.1 Maximum information block extraction
According to the H.264 video coding standard, each
frame of video is divided into several macro-blocks,
and the noise information in the frame is seriously lost
after being quantified by the encoder. In this paper,
referring to the method proposed in [11], the video frame
is divided into 8 × 8 blocks firstly, and then Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) is used in each block. If
the coefficient after DCT transformation only contains
Direct Current(DC) component, this position will be
marked as 0, otherwise it will be marked as 1. So that a
labeled image A with the same size as the original image
is obtained. Finally, we search a sub-image B which
has a specified size and containing the most number of
1 by using sliding window from the image A .The time
complexity of searching with sliding window is o(n4).
Here, we use the integral graph to optimize our method.
For a gray-scale image, the value of any point (x, y) in
the integral image refers to the sum of gray-scale values
of all points in the rectangular area from the upper left
corner of the image to this point. By this way, the
calculation of the area in the sliding window can be
optimized as o(1) when it slides every time, and the time
complexity of the whole search can be reduced to o(n2).
3.2 Network Structure
This network structure combines the idea of [3] network
construction and residual learning, and based on this, we
use a large convolution kernel instead of pooling. Figure
2 shows the network structure proposed in this paper.
The construction ideas mainly include the following
aspects.
• Batch Normalization (BN) module is used in the
network. The main reason for using BN module is
that when min-batch is used to train neural networks
in this paper, different batch data distributions are
different, so the network must learn to adapt to
different distributions in each iteration, which will
greatly reduce the training speed of the network.
Using BN method to standardize data processing
can speed up the training process and improve the
denoising performance.
• The network structure is designed in the form of
bottleneck residual blocks connected in series. The
main reason is that in the network training process
based on random gradient descent, the multi-
layer back propagation of error signals can easily
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Figure 2: Network Structure
cause the phenomenon of ”gradient dispersion”
or ”gradient explosion”[9], and when the model
converges, with the increase of network depth, the
training error does not decrease but increases.
• We use convolution kernel to replace pooling.
The main purpose is that pooling layer does not
have trainable parameters, which belongs to simple
down-sampling, it will inevitably lead to the loss
of useful information. However, convolution layer
has trainable parameters, it also has the function
of feature fusion on the basis of down-sampling,
which can restrain the information loss in the
process of down-sampling.
We build the network according to the above idea.
The input of the network is a 511 × 511 × 3 high-
frequency noise image. Two 3 × 3 convolution
kernels are used in the front end of the network
instead of 5 × 5 convolution kernels. And the
residual blocks on the right side of the figure are
used for stacking in the middle part of the network.
Each residual block reduces the resolution of the
input image by half, the number of channels of
the input image is doubled after every two residual
blocks. The output channel of the middle part of the
network is 2×2×128. Finally, we use the maximum
pooling layer to transform the picture into vector,
which is sent to the full connection layer to take the
output result of softmax function as the final output.
3.3 Training
In order to eliminate the interference of scene
information in network performance testing, all frames
participating in network training and testing are
eliminated by using wavelet-based high-pass filter in
advance.
When training the network, all the data come from
I frames. The construction process of the training data
sets is as follows: Firstly, FFMPEG is used to extract I
frames from the 1080P video in the training sets, and the
label of each I frame is the camera to which the video
26
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belongs. Then, we use a high-pass filter to eliminate
the scene information. A training set Gn{nosien :
labeln} is obtained, which contains n images with high-
frequency noise from I frames, and each image has its
corresponding label, which is the source camera to which
it belongs, and the label is encoded by one-hot.
After preprocessing the training data sets, we start
to train the network. The input size of the network is
511 × 511 × 3, and each input data of the network is
randomly cut from the original frame. The loss function
of the network uses standard cross entropy, the optimizer
selects Adma, the initial learning rate is set to be 0.001,
and the learning rate is reduced to 0.5 times of the
original one for every 30 epochs. The total number of
epochs trained by the network is set to be 100 times.The
loss function uses the cross entropy function.
3.4 Testing
The input of the network is an image I with a specified
size, and the output of the network is an m-dimensional
prediction vector f = G(I), where G(I) represents
prediction by neural network, and
∑m
i fi = 1. The
identification process of a single test video is as follows:
• Firstly, we use FFMPEG to divide the test video
into n I frames, which are called sequences In;
• Then, we cut In into a fixed-size sequence by
using the maximum information block extraction
algorithm. And in order to obtain a high-frequency
noise map sequence I
′
n, we use a high-pass filter
to extract high-frequency noise from the fixed-size
frame sequence;
• Finally, the sequence I ′n is be entered into the












Each component in the one-dimensional vector f
′
represents the probability that the video belongs to a
certain device, and the source camera of the video is the
one with the highest probability.
4 EXPERIMENT
In order to verify the performance and the effectiveness
of the proposed model, the following series of
experiments are made:
• We evaluate the influence of different types
of frames on the accuracy of camera source
recognition in this network.
• We compare the performance of the proposed
algorithm with several popular algorithms;
4.1 Data Set
To verify the performance of the method proposed in this
paper, we processes some parts of the data in the VISION
[18]data set. This processing will generate a data set for
testing the algorithm. The resolution of all videos in this
data set is 1080P, and all videos are re-coded into MP4
by ffmpeg. The video code rate is consistent with the
original video. This new data set contains six cameras,
totaling 114 videos. Sixty percent of them are used
to train the network models, with a total of 66 videos;
Forty percent are used to test the performance of the
model, with a total of 48 videos.The models of these six
cameras are iPhone5c,Xperia Z1 Compact, HuaWei P9
Lite, iPhone6Plus, RedmiNote3, OnePlus A3000.
4.2 Evaluation Indexes
In order to evaluate the performance of CSI-CNN
network model, we use ACC, ROC curve and AUC as
evaluation indexes, which can be defined as follows:
ACC =
TP + TN
TP + FN + TN + FP
(3)
In ROC curve, the abscissa is false positive rate (FPR)










Here, TP represents the number of samples that are
actually positive examples and are judged as positive
examples by the classifier, that is, the number of samples
that the image belongs to a certain camera and the model
classifies as belonging to the camera. FP represents the
number of samples that are actually negative examples
and judged as positive examples by the classifier, that
is, the number of samples whose images do not belong
to a certain camera but are classified by the model as
belonging to the camera. FN indicates the number of
samples that are actually positive examples but judged as
Table 1: Accuracy on different types of frames
Block Size MAX-I Center-I Center-I+P
128× 128 0.855 0.853 0.841
256× 256 0.913 0.865 0.856
512× 512 0.948 0.923 0.884
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Figure 3: The ROC curve on different frame types
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Figure 5: Accuracy on different algorithms
negative examples by the classifier, that is, the number
of samples that the image does not belong to a certain
camera and the model classifies as not belonging to the
camera. TN represents the number of samples that
are actually negative cases and judged as negative cases
by the classifier, that is, the number of samples that
the image belongs to a certain camera and the model
classifies as not belonging to the camera. AUC is the
area under ROC. It is equivalent to Mann–Whitney U








Among them, M represents the number of positive
samples, and N represents the number of negative
samples. p represents a positive sample. ranki
represents the descending rank of i in the sample set.
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4.3 Experiment and Discussion
In order to determine the influence of different frame
types on the accuracy of the model, we use three
combinations of frames to verify. The test data types
used respectively are as follows:
• I frame center block;
• I frame maximum information block;
• I frame center block and P frame center block.
At the same time, in order to prove the robustness
of the experimental results, we test these three types of
frames under three different resolutions in this paper.
Figure 3 shows the ROC curves obtained by testing
three different frame combinations at three different
separation rates. It can be seen from Figure 3 that with
the increase of block size, the AUC value of test data
gradually increases.And with the increase of available
data, the performance of classifier will gradually
improve. Using three different rates of separation, test
the accuracy of three different combinations of frames.
From Table 1, we can see that when using the largest
information block of I frame for classification, we can
get the highest accuracy . Therefore, in the next
experiment, we use I frame maximum information block
for classification in our algorithm.
When evaluating the model proposed in this paper, we
compare our method with the classical PRNU model[13]
and the PRNU model based on MASK[11]. We use these
three methods to test the performance of the model under
different resolutions
Figure 4 describe the ROC curves of the comparison
algorithm and our algorithm under different resolutions.
Figure 5 describes the accuracy histogram of the
comparison algorithm and our algorithm under different
resolutions. From experimental data, it can be seen that
the performance of the proposed method is significantly
better than the two mainstream algorithms.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we aimed at to improve the security
of multimedia video information in mass Internet of
Things devices.We analyzed the characteristics of video
stream, and established the video source forensics
network model.Through training the model, we obtained
the optimal parameters for extracting noise features.
And compared with the existing video source forensics
algorithms, the results show that our proposed network
model can well identify the test video source.
In the follow-up work, we will do further research
in the following aspects. We will analyze the timing
information of video stream and fuse the timing
information features to identify video sources; And the
recognition method in this paper will be extended to
short video forensics on social network platform.
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APPENDICES A
It is mainly used to introduce video coding
knowledge.H.264 is a new digital video compression
format after MPEG4, which is proposed by ISO and
ITU. In the H.264 compression standard, frames I, P, and
B are used to represent the transmitted video picture.
• I frame, also known as intra-frame encoded
frame, is an independent frame with all its own
information. It can be decoded independently
without referring to other images, and can be simply
understood as a static picture.The first frame in the
video sequence is always frame I, because it’s the
key frame.
• P frame, also known as interframe prediction
coding frame, requires reference to the previous I
frame to encode. Represents the difference between
the current frame and the previous frame, which
may be frame I or frame P. Decoding requires the
previous cached image to be superimposed with the
differences defined in this frame to generate the
final image. P frames generally take up fewer bits
of data than I frames, but the disadvantage is that P
frames are very sensitive to transmission errors due
to their complex dependence on previous P and I
reference frames.
• B frame is also known as bidirectional predictive
coding frame, that is, B frame records the difference
between this frame and before and after the frame.
That is to say, to decode B frame, not only
the previous cached picture should be obtained,
but also the later picture should be decoded, and
the final picture should be obtained through the
superposition of the before and after pictures and
the data of this frame. B frame compression
rate is high, but higher requirements for decoding
performance.
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